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Best-Selling and Award-Winning AuthorWhen the only option is to maneuver a crippled plane
into the calm eye of a category five hurricaneIn the Atlantic Ocean, Hurricane Helena is
gathering strength, becoming the most powerful storm in recorded history. As Helena bears
down on Bermuda, Donovan Nash, along with other members of the scientific research
organization Eco-Watch, are called to fly in and extract key government people who have been
studying Helena.For Donovan, the routine mission turns deadly when an attempt is made on the
life of the lead scientist. A woman from the past, Dr. Lauren McKenna, is suddenly thrust back
into his life. With 300 mph winds and waves over 90 feet, Helena marches relentlessly for the
vulnerable east coast of the United States.In a bold attempt to diffuse the power of the
hurricane, Eco-Watch is called upon to conduct a final flight above the massive fury, where the
jet suffers a catastrophic engine failure. Now the only option is to maneuver the crippled airplane
into the calm of Helena's eye.Perfect for fans of Vince Flynn and Daniel SilvaWhile all of the
novels in the Donovan Nash Series stand on their own and can be read in any order, the
publication sequence is:Category FiveCode BlackZero SeparationDeadly
EchoesAftershockPegasus DownSeconds to MidnightSpeed the Dawn

Praise for the Donovan Nash Series“Authors like Philip Donlay, who write the pure thrillers, have
capabilities and strength I can only envy.” —William Kent Krueger, New York Times best-selling
author“Category Five is a first-rate thriller filled with believable characters and lots of inside
information!” —Vince Flynn, New York Times best-selling author“A heart-thumping ride that
steams along, bringing our flawed world into pristine focus. Lots of mischief and mayhem, the
characters fraught with danger, the plot hitting all the right notes.” —Steve Berry, New York
Times best-selling author“A commanding thriller by a superb author.” —Grant Blackwood, New
York Times best-selling author“Well researched and supremely entertaining, Philip Donlay has
knocked this one out of the park!” —Ward Larsen, USA Today best-selling author“A timely and
terrifying roller-coaster ride depicting the realities of the post-9/11 world. Deftly plotted and
expertly executed by a gifted writer who also happens to be a licensed pilot.” —Sheldon Siegel,
New York Times best-selling author“Great characters, cool technical details, twists and turns,
lies and deceits, and breakneck pacing from the first scene to the last.” —D. P. Lyle, best-selling
and award-winning author“A Donlay thriller is as sleek and fast as a Gulfstream. Buckle up.” —
Brian Freeman, best-selling authorAbout the AuthorBest-selling author Philip Donlay has been a
flight instructor, flown a private jet for a Saudi prince, and a corporate jet for a Fortune 500
company. His travels have taken him to over forty countries on five continents. He divides his
time between Montana and the Pacific Northwest. Category Five is the first thriller in his
Donovan Nash Series and is followed by Code Black, Zero Separation, Deadly Echoes,



Aftershock, Pegasus Down, Seconds to Midnight, and Speed the Dawn.
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CATEGORY FIVECATEGORY FIVEA NOVELPhilip S. DonlayCopyright © 2004 by Philip S.
DonlayNo part of this book may be reproduced in any mannerwithout written permission from
the publisher,except in brief quotations used in article reviews.Published by:Nightbird PressP.O.
Box 580875Minneapolis, Minnesota 55458-0875Although some settings actually exist,any
similarity to personsliving or dead is purely coincidental.PRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICAFor my son PatrickCourage is the price that life exacts for granting peace,The soul
that knows it not, knows no release from little things;Knows not the livid loneliness of fear,Nor
mountain heights where bitter joy can hear the sound of wings.--Amelia
EarhartACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book would not have been possible without the skilled
professionals of the National Weather Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. A further thanks to the Defense Intelligence Agency, FlightSafety International,
United States Navy and the United States Air Force. I am forever in debt to these talented men
and women.For her wisdom and patience Sheren Frame is without peer. A special thanks also to
Nicole Barron, Jonathan Mischkot, Adam Marsh and Emily Burt whose editing skills are second
to none. Tom Brandau, Mike McBryde and Bo Lewis for their countless insights and inspiration.
To my friends at Harvey’s, thank you for the perfect oasis. A final heartfelt thanks goes to
Rebecca Norgaard and Kimberley Cameron, whose steady hands and unwavering
encouragement lit the way.CATEGORY FIVECHAPTER ONETorrential rain whipped by gale
force winds lashed at the vehicle. Driven sideways, the deluge pelted the car with sharp,
staccato bursts. From the passenger’s seat, Dr. Lauren McKenna could feel her apprehension
rise. The last reports she’d received indicated that the storm was nearing Category Two strength.
Sustained winds of at least 96 mph would be spinning around the deepening low pressure area.
The picturesque island of Bermuda lay directly in the hurricane’s path, and time was running out
for a smooth departure back to the States.As she always did, she imagined the storm as it
appeared from a satellite. The view from space was always the most breathtaking. She loved the
concentric swirls of clouds, the symmetry that finally formed the small eye in the center of the
cyclone. In all of her years of tracking hurricanes, she’d never ceased to marvel at nature’s
largest destructive force.She was soaked. Her thin cotton blouse clung to her skin and water
trickled down her bare legs from waterlogged shorts. Her auburn hair was plastered to her neck.
She felt half-naked and more than a little self-conscious. Earlier, she’d caught their driver, Peter,
eyeing her, and she’d wanted to cover up. But now, as the storm grew worse, his attention never
left the road in front of them. The narrow ribbon of asphalt was visible for only a second after
each pass of the wipers. Leaves and branches tumbled across the rain-drenched road, then
vanished. She hoped the other car had made it safely to the airport; she’d sent it ahead to get
the Air Force plane to wait for her.Lauren looked anxiously at her watch. It was only ten in the
morning, yet the darkness of the storm made it feel like evening. They were cutting it close. If the
winds from the hurricane reached a certain level, the plane would leave without them. She’d
been warned in her briefing: the Air Force was adamant about not risking damage to one of its
aircraft. But the installation of her equipment, then making sure everything was operational, had



taken far longer than she’d planned. Her precious experiment was now on a U.S. Navy destroyer
headed to intercept the eye of the hurricane. Part of her wanted to be on board when Jonah was
deployed, but the Defense Intelligence Agency had vetoed that plan. She’d been ordered back
to Washington to begin phase two of the operation.If everything went as planned, Jonah’s
Doppler imaging would open up a new dimension in understanding the inner workings of a
hurricane. Lauren’s primary job within the DIA was to oversee the monitoring and tracking of
weather patterns on a global basis. Any meteorological events that could impact military
operations were carefully analyzed. From there, her department would disseminate the
information to the Pentagon for use all over the world. Eleven days ago, Lauren had begun to run
some highly advanced computer simulations on what was then still an unnamed tropical
disturbance. Using information on sea temperature, winds aloft, and a dozen other variables, her
results had been startling. Lauren’s computer models predicted that hurricane Helena, as it was
now named, possessed the ability to develop into what could only be described as a super-
hurricane.It had been a year of drastic weather extremes across North America, from record
heat and drought in the southeast, to violent thunderstorms that ripped across Canada and the
northern United States. Massive squall lines had spawned an unprecedented number of
tornadoes—huge F-5 twisters had strewn a trail of death and destruction in Minnesota,
Michigan, and southern Canada, places where tornadoes rarely formed. For the last six months,
Lauren had been studying this transformation in the usual weather patterns. To her, it was clear a
major climatic shift was well underway, and if she were right about Helena, the worst was yet to
come. Lauren knew she was now caught in a mad race to get off Bermuda before the full force of
the storm stranded her on the tiny island.“How much longer until we get to the airport?” Lauren
had to raise her voice to be heard above the howling wind.“Maybe fifteen minutes…maybe
more.” Peter replied nervously. He didn’t look at her. The Mercedes swayed as each burst of
wind shook the car, threatening to spin it off the pavement.Lauren turned to look at her colleague
in the back seat. Victor Krueger’s eyes were filled with alarm, his face ashen. Both hands were
balled up into fists and he leaned against the car door as if ill. He nodded and tried to say
something, but his thin features produced only a grimace. Despite her own rising concerns,
Lauren smiled to try to encourage him. She had fifteen years’ more experience with hurricanes
than Victor did. A recent graduate from the Earth Science program at MIT and a new addition to
the DIA, Victor was a bright young man full of energy and eagerness. But right this moment she
knew he was terrified. He’d become deeply concerned hours ago, as the first angry bands of the
storm began to come ashore. Lauren had seen it before—intelligent, rational people, when faced
with a hurricane, yielded to something deep within them. Lauren thought of it as an almost
primitive, reptilian urge to flee from a great threat. Whatever it was, Victor was in its clutches.A
vicious gust tore at the car. Lauren could feel the tires begin to slide on the saturated road. Just
as quickly, Peter slowed and straightened the vehicle, his knuckles white on the steering wheel.
Without thinking, Lauren reached down and pulled her seat belt a fraction tighter. Out the side
window she could see palm trees as they danced and bent as the force of the storm whipped



them into a frenzy. Just beyond, she caught a glimpse of the ocean. The heavy gray clouds
blended with the water, making them appear as one. Only the raging whitecaps differentiated
sea from sky.She guessed the gusts were close to 50 mph. She just hoped for everyone’s sake
that the Air Force jet would still be there. Otherwise, they’d find nothing but an empty ramp. From
past experience, she knew every other aircraft had left the storm-swept island hours ago. Her
work had come first, but the last thing Lauren wanted to do was ride out the storm on
Bermuda.With a pressing weight, she remembered the promise she’d made to herself and to her
daughter. Abigail was staying with Lauren’s mother in Baltimore. It’d been the first time she’d left
her daughter for more than just a day. Lauren remembered how painful it had been to kiss her
little girl goodbye. Only days earlier, Abigail had taken her first tentative steps. Lauren welled up
with emotion at the memory: chubby legs teetering back and forth, the look of determination on
Abigail’s face as she moved unsteadily toward Lauren’s waiting arms.So much had happened
since Lauren had shown her devastating hurricane prognosis to the others in her department,
then finally to her boss, Director Reynolds. Her actions had set off a chain reaction within the
DIA, and propelled her to try to launch Jonah nearly a month ahead of schedule. It seemed as if
the storm had taken over her life; Helena was now her second child—a fast developing one that
held the possibility of growing into a lady with unimaginable fury. At this moment, feeling the first
sting from the approaching hurricane, Lauren felt like she was a million miles away from home…
and Abigail.Peter tried to brake as the road curved sharply. He swore as he pumped the pedal
repeatedly. Lauren’s attention was instantly drawn to him. A huge gust of wind blasted them as
he fought for control of the vehicle. Lauren could feel the car begin to slide. She leaned away
from the door as they began to skid toward the trees that lined the road. Peter over-controlled,
his hands spinning the wheel while he desperately jammed on the brakes. The car fish-tailed,
then abruptly whipped end for end. Horror gripped Lauren as the vehicle catapulted off the
pavement.She braced herself. The car picked up speed and plummeted down the steep
embankment. Someone’s scream dissolved in the sharp crack of exploding glass. Thrown
against her shoulder harness, Lauren was jerked side to side as they careened into the first tree,
then the second. Metal crumpled against the force of the impact. The car buckled and flipped
upside down, sliding down the incline on its roof. Lauren covered her face with a forearm as the
windshield caved in, showering her with glass and mud. The sound of screeching metal
assaulted her ears. In the next instant, the car slammed into the bottom of the culvert and came
to a violent stop. The wind was forced from her lungs as something pushed her from behind and
pinned her hard against the leather dashboard.Dazed, Lauren used her free hand to clear the
mud from her mouth and nose. She struggled to pull in a breath, but couldn’t. Terrified she was
going to suffocate, she could only struggle in silence. Her head swam as she finally managed a
tiny breath, then another. She swallowed and choked on a mixture of water and dirt. Slowly, she
was able to open each eye—they fluttered and filled with tears as she carefully wiped away the
debris.Lauren felt as if she were still spinning and it took her a moment to get her bearings.
Slowly, she understood that the car was resting upside down under a canopy of trees. Hanging



from her seat, Lauren could feel the shoulder harness as it dug hard into her skin. The
dashboard was wedged firmly against her chest. She cried out in alarm as she discovered she
could barely move her legs. The floor of the culvert was only a foot from her head. She tried to
turn and find her companions, but one arm was wedged behind her, the other trapped near her
face. She managed a quick glimpse before the pain forced her head forward. But in that instant,
she saw that Peter had been killed. Jutting out from his throat were the remains of one of the
windshield wipers; it had snapped free and plunged like a missile into the vulnerable flesh. Her
stomach lurched at the grisly sight. She swallowed and fought the urge to vomit. Lauren tried
bravely to hold on to what little composure she had left. The seat where Victor had been was
empty, the door ripped from its hinges.To her right, almost outside her field of vision, she saw
something move. Painfully, she turned, trying to see what it was. A moment later she saw it
again, black boots…Someone was walking near the car.“HELP ME! I’M IN HERE!” Lauren
screamed with relief. Barely ten feet away, she knew whoever was out there would be able to
hear her cries.“HELP ME. I’M TRAPPED!” Lauren couldn’t understand why the person hadn’t
rushed to her. Was it Victor…Why didn’t he respond?“PLEASE HELP ME!” she cried out again.
“VICTOR IS THAT YOU? Help me get out of here.”She looked each way as far as she could, but
the boots were nowhere to be seen. A feeling of doom seeped into her consciousness. She
prayed that whoever it was would come back and pry her free of her prison. But after several
agonizing minutes, all she could hear was the relentless howl of the storm.“PLEASE GET ME
OUT OF HERE!” Lauren’s voice was shrill, on the edge of complete panic.Rain pelted the
ground around her. She felt utterly alone. Whoever had been outside the car had vanished. She
threw herself back and forth, trying to kick her legs, use them for leverage—anything to free
herself. But she was stuck. Regardless of what she did, she remained trapped upside down in
the wreckage of the car. Her throat tightened as she thought of Abigail. If she died, her daughter
would be too young to have any memory of her. All of her hopes and dreams for Abigail’s life
would vanish. Desperate, Lauren knew she was on the verge of losing everything. She forced
herself to take several deep breaths; she needed to try to calm down. If her scientific training had
taught her anything, it was to try to stay objective and rational.Lauren cocked her head as a
different noise began to register. Her heart soared—it had to be someone coming to rescue her.
She strained to look out the smashed window, the sound coming closer. A new and more
pressing fear overwhelmed her as she discovered the source of the commotion. She did have
company; water was beginning to flow toward her. The ground had soaked up all the rain it
could, and now the runoff was cascading down to the bottom of the culvert. With her head only
inches from the soil, Lauren knew it wouldn’t take the water very long to pool and fill the space
inside the car.Lauren struggled once again to free herself, but each movement was met with
resistance. Twisting and turning, she became angry. The thought of dying in the ugly brown
water set her brain on fire. All of the things she wanted to accomplish flashed before her. The
mistakes of the last two years reared their ugly head and pummeled her. She saw her daughter,
those beautiful blue eyes full of warmth and love. They were the same eyes of Abigail’s father, a



man her little girl had never met. Lauren choked back a sob that threatened to completely
unhinge her. The water splashed and gurgled as it picked up momentum. Seconds later it
touched the top of her head. Lauren screamed against the wind and thrashed in vain at the
forces holding her prisoner.CHAPTER TWODonovan Nash looked at his watch, then out at the
low gray clouds that swept over the Bermuda airport. The rain was racing sideways in billowing
sheets. He swore under his breath…they were late. He’d been pacing back and forth in the lobby
of Operations. He paused to look out the window. Thirty yards out on the tarmac sat the aircraft
he’d just landed. It was the last airplane on the empty desolate field. The highly modified
Gulfstream IV SP glistened in the rain—bold blue and gray stripes ran the length of the white
fuselage, then swept up the tail, ending with the “Eco-Watch” name proudly emblazoned around
the symbol of the globe. On the nose, Spirit of da Vinci was neatly printed below the cockpit.
Funded by a private foundation, Eco-Watch was one of the premier, nonprofit scientific groups in
the world. In the eight years since its inception, Eco-Watch had grown from humble beginnings
to become one of the leading research organizations in existence. Both of Eco-Watch’s specialty
aircraft were easily booked two years in advance. The primary focus was hurricane and typhoon
study, meteorological events that presented the greatest threat to the world’s population. But the
overall mission statement was to study any atmospheric condition, from polar weather
formations, to holes in the ozone layer, to El Niño. Whatever science needed to find, Eco-Watch
would find a way to make it possible.A few hours ago, Donovan had gotten a frantic call. A key
group of scientists were stranded on Bermuda. The Air Force jet that had been scheduled to
make the pickup had mechanical problems and canceled. The fact that the call had come from
the Pentagon had been unusual, but the government was just one of the many organizations that
contracted Eco-Watch’s services. During the Atlantic hurricane season, Eco-Watch was on
constant alert and often flew missions to support the hurricane hunter flights operated by the Air
force. Just as well, thought Donovan as he studied the sky. The storm had picked up strength in
the last hour or so; he doubted the Air Force would have stuck around this long.Donovan chose
to operate under the title of Director of Aircraft Operations—very few people knew that he’d
founded Eco-Watch. It took him out of the spotlight and gave him far more freedom than he’d
have had otherwise. The last thing he ever wanted to do was get stuck behind a desk. Plain and
simple, he loved to fly and did so at every opportunity. As one of the frontline pilots, he enjoyed a
camaraderie and closeness with his people he’d never have sitting in an office. He looked at his
watch again, then at the water streaming off the roof. These people were cutting it close.
Donovan had more leeway than the military, so there was still time left before the full force of
Helena was forecast to hit Bermuda.The plate glass rattled and a low howl resonated above the
sound of the rain. Donovan shifted his gaze to his reflection. He’d just turned forty-five years old,
though he knew he was still as lean and muscular as he was ten years ago. Genetics had been
kind to him. He stood six-foot two, yet had to do very little to maintain his ideal weight. But the
other subtle changes hadn’t escaped him. The lines around his blue eyes were getting more
pronounced, as was the gray that had begun to appear at his temples. His strong angular



features seemed to have softened. Most men approaching middle age might groan inwardly at
the changes, but Donovan welcomed them. Anything that distanced him from the past was
welcome.“They’re here. They’re coming through the gate now,” a voice called across the room
from behind the counter. “They’ll drive right out to the plane.”“Thanks.” Donovan breathed a sigh
of relief. They could be airborne in fifteen minutes, home to Eco-Watch’s hangar at Dulles airport
in Washington within two hours. He started for the door, then stopped.“Hey. What’s the wind right
now?”The station manager looked at the instruments. “It’s showing 030 degrees at 25 knots,
gusting to 40. I guess I don’t need to tell you the barometer is dropping fast.”Donovan smiled. “I
think I figured that part out already. Good luck and thanks for all your help.” It was no use to try to
stay dry. Donovan bolted out of the office and with his head down against the stinging rain, ran
toward the waiting jet.A cream-colored Toyota Landcruiser pulled onto the ramp, then slowed.
They’d been told to expect a military airplane, and Donovan guessed the driver must be unsure
of where to go. He waved it toward the Gulfstream. The headlights flashed in acknowledgment,
and the four-wheel drive Toyota quickly covered the distance to the waiting Eco-Watch jet.The
doors of the Landcruiser burst open, and a large man eased himself down to the ground.
Donovan dispensed with any formalities and headed to the rear of the vehicle. He was certain
they’d have luggage and equipment and he wanted to get everything loaded as fast as possible.
The occupant quickly joined him there.“I’m Dr. Carl Simmons.” The huge man extended a beefy
hand. “We were expecting an Air Force jet.”“I’m Captain Nash.” Donovan shook Simmons’ hand.
Simmons was a hulk of a man, huge jowls hiding any inkling that he had a neck. His small eyes
looked out of scale on his massive face. Donovan wasn’t used to looking up at very many
people, but Simmons towered a good four inches above him. “Change of plans. Get on board
and I’ll start bringing the luggage up.”“The others aren’t here yet are they?” Dr. Simmons asked
as he lifted two of the heaviest cases.“What others?” Donovan snapped his head toward
Simmons. Any hope for a quick departure had vanished.“They’re in another car. I left before them
to try to get here in time. We can’t leave without them.”“We will if I say so,” Donovan said, bristling
at Simmons’s overbearing tone.“You are going to wait, aren’t you?” Dr. Simmons turned his head
as a gust of wind and rain peppered them.Donovan nodded. “I’ll wait as long as I can. Now
please, get on board while I stow this stuff.”With help from the driver, Donovan hoisted the last of
the bags up into the rear cargo compartment. Once everything was aboard, Donovan turned to
him.“Dr. Simmons said there was another car. Any idea how far behind they were?”“I shouldn’t
think very far,” the driver shouted above the wind. “But conditions are getting worse. They should
be here any time.”“Does the other car have a radio?”The driver shook his head.“Can you sit tight
for a minute? If we get stranded, we might need your help.” Donovan could feel the first prickle
that something wasn’t quite right, like a splinter lodged under his skin. It was a feeling he’d
learned to never ignore.“They paid me for all day,” the driver replied. “I’ll wait in the car.”Donovan
hurried to the stairs that led up into the Gulfstream. He took the steps two at a time, then ducked
through the door into the airplane. He pulled the vinyl curtain back over the entrance to try to
keep the rain out. Nicolas Kosta, a new Eco-Watch pilot who was along as part of his orientation,



eagerly handed him a towel. Nicolas was a study in contrasts. Still in his late twenties, he
sported a shaved head and black wire frame glasses. His wide brown eyes and thick eyebrows
dominated his narrow face. One moment he seemed twenty-seven, the next he came across as
being someone much older.“We ready to go?” Nicolas asked.Donovan shook his head. “There’s
another car. It should be here any moment. Where’s Michael? Is he up front?”“Yes sir,” Nicolas
reported. “Strapped in, ready to get us out of here.”Donovan nodded. Michael Ross was his
closest friend, and a senior captain at Eco-Watch. He and Michael had flown together for years.
Donovan knew him well enough to know he probably had a finger poised on the start button.
Being caught on the ground with a hurricane sweeping in from the ocean was the last thing
either of them wanted.“Nicolas.” Donovan saw the young man stiffen. He wished Nicolas would
relax. He was a solid pilot and hard worker. He’d been through the grueling interview process
and had the job. “Get Dr. Simmons settled. He seems a little wound up. I’ll be in the cockpit. Be
ready to leave on my signal.”“Yes sir.”Donovan pulled the towel around his neck and made his
way through the narrow passageway to the cockpit. He felt the usual satisfaction at how well his
hand-picked crew did their jobs. Eco-Watch, under Donovan’s guidance, was a tight-knit group
of professionals, at times more of an extended family than a business. He had nearly forty
people under his direct supervision, a mixture of pilots, mechanics, engineers, and support staff.
Donovan prided himself on knowing each one as more than just an employee. He felt confident
that Nicolas could handle things in the back, and that Michael would have everything prepared
up front. He opened the door and was greeted by a rush of cool, conditioned air—a sharp
contrast to the clinging oppressive atmosphere being pumped northward by the
hurricane.Michael Ross looked up from the chart he was studying. Intelligent blue eyes stood out
from a handsome tanned face. At thirty-seven years old, he possessed an irresistible
combination of good looks and natural charm. His closely cropped blonde hair and muscular
build made him appear as if he’d just stepped off of a Southern California beach.“About time. Are
we finally ready to get the hell out of here?”“No. We’re waiting on one more group,” Donovan
said. “They should be here shortly.”“Oh, perfect. They can’t all ride in the same car?”Donovan
shrugged, then used the end of the towel to wipe his forehead.“You look a little damp. Is it raining
outside or something?” Michael flashed a wry grin in Donovan’s direction.“A little drizzle. Nothing
too bad.” Donovan matched his friend’s tone. Michael’s sarcasm was legendary, and as constant
as the rising sun. Donovan’s trained eyes darted around the cockpit. He could see Michael had
everything ready to go. The driving storm buffeted the airplane and sheets of rain blurred the
view out the Gulfstream’s windows.“What’s the wind doing now?” Donovan asked, a crease
forming on his forehead as he felt the heavy Gulfstream shudder in the gale.“Let me check.”
Michael picked up the microphone. “Bermuda tower. This is Eco-Watch 02. Say the wind,
please.”“Wind is 030 degrees at 25 knots with peak gusts to 43 knots.”“Roger, we copy.” Michael
looked up at Donovan. “It’s increased a little from when we landed. But nothing too bad yet. The
tower told me that if the wind reached sixty knots they’d have to evacuate the cab and we’d be
on our own.”“Hopefully, we’ll be long gone before it gets that strong.”“How long we going to give



the other car? I’d sure hate to be sitting here when Helena rolls in from the
Atlantic.”“Captain?”Donovan turned at the sound of the voice. He found Dr. Simmons inching his
bulk forward.“Yes.”“I’m starting to get worried. I would have thought they’d have been here by
now. Dr. McKenna was deeply concerned about making this flight before the storm stranded us.
All the work we’ve done here needs to be monitored from Washington.”“Dr. Lauren McKenna?”
Donovan felt the air rush from his lungs; his stomach lurched as if he’d just been punched. His
face flushed and chills rose from the flesh of his arms.“Well, yes. She’s the project manager,”
Simmons explained.Donovan tried to collect himself. Dr. Simmons’ worried expression cut
through him like a knife.“Give me the portable VHF radio.”“What are you doing?” Michael eyed
him warily as he reached for the small hand-held aviation transmitter and gave it to him.“I’m
going to find her,” Donovan said, quietly. He ignored the look of concern etched on Michael’s
face.“I’ll try to stay in contact with you on 122.8.” Donovan checked that the radio’s battery was
fully charged. “If the wind gets anywhere close to fifty knots you and Nicolas get the da Vinci out
of Bermuda. I’ll ride the storm out here.” Donovan knew his friend was getting ready to try to talk
him out of this.“Are you sure?”Donovan’s eyes met Michael’s. “That’s an order.”They both knew
Donovan’s painful history with Lauren McKenna. Michael had been with him through the difficult
weeks after she’d left—his friend had stayed close, tried to help however he could. It was
something Donovan would always be thankful for. It’d been over a year since she’d gone—but in
so many ways it seemed like only yesterday. His conflicted emotions gnawed at him. It was a
familiar feeling.“I’ll be fine. Just don’t put the plane at risk.”“Donovan, I’m serious. Why don’t you
let me go?” Michael started to get up out of the seat. “I’ll find her. You take care of these
people.”Donovan shook his head. “Sorry, Michael. But I’m pulling rank on this one. Monitor 122.8.
We’ll try to stay in touch.”Without waiting for a reply, or having to look again into Michael’s
disapproving eyes, Donovan pushed past Dr. Simmons and bounded down the air-stairs to the
waiting Landcruiser. Oblivious to the rain, he hurried to the passenger door and hoisted himself
inside the Toyota.“Let’s go!” he snapped. “Back the way you came. We need to find the other car
—and hurry. We’re running out of time.”Donovan buckled his seat belt as the driver nodded. The
Toyota lurched forward and headed toward the gate that led out of the airport.“My name is Ian.”
The driver said in a clipped British accent. He put out his hand as he braked hard and waited for
the gate to open.“I’m Donovan.” He returned the firm handshake. Donovan felt a small measure
of relief that Ian’s sense of urgency seemed to match his own. He saw the look of determination
on his ebony face.“What kind of car are we looking for?” Donovan asked, quickly.“It’s a white
Mercedes sedan.” The gate inched back just enough for them to pass and Ian gunned the
Toyota through the narrow opening out onto the empty road. “It has a government seal painted
on the side.”As they sped away from the airport, Donovan wasn’t sure what he dreaded most:
that something terrible had happened to Lauren, or how he would feel when he was face to face
with her.Donovan stiffened as they rounded a curve and Ian stepped hard on the gas pedal.
Ahead of them was the causeway that stretched across Castle Harbour. He’d been over the
bridge many times, but never when such big waves were breaking against the pylons. Geysers



of water exploded into the air where they were ripped apart by the raging wind. Donovan could
feel his leg muscles tighten at the sight. Each large swell dashed rhythmically against the
concrete, leaving a frothy wake on the road itself. Ian held the Landcruiser steady as they plowed
through the axle-deep water. Donovan felt his skin turn warm and clammy. He wanted to close
his eyes as the water arched toward them and broke over the Landcruiser. Donovan held his
breath. His heart palpitated in his chest—the pounding moving up through his neck and finally
hammering at his temples, threatening to crush him as each wave reared up and splashed
against the metal of the Toyota. He took his eyes from the waves and looked up at the clouds.
Donovan tried to reason with his demons. In his mind the wild ocean had become a living,
breathing entity—a forbidding creature that would, on a whim, turn deadly and murderous. From
firsthand experience, Donovan knew what a cold, calculating killer it could be. Once upon a time,
the sea had taken everything from him.Donovan sat frozen, unable to stop the barrage of
memories. With vivid clarity, he could picture the sudden early morning storm: the deafening
thunder and horizontal rain, mountainous waves that had built relentlessly, finally capsizing and
smashing his family’s chartered schooner. He’d been fourteen years old, and in the chaos of the
storm, he’d been thrown overboard, flung helplessly into the giant waves of the southern Pacific
Ocean. It was the day he’d become an orphan.“Man, I’ve never seen the harbour looking quite
like this.” Ian held the wheel steady as they pushed across the bridge. “I’d say she’s a bit riled
up.”Water crashed into the side of the Toyota. Donovan tried to control his breathing. It was as if
the sea were attempting to reach in and snatch him from the vehicle. He clenched his teeth,
trying to convince himself the weight of the Landcruiser was stronger than the waves. Donovan
knew that if he were somehow washed into the ocean it would surely kill him. The sea had been
waiting over thirty years for a second chance.“Whoa.” Ian turned the Landcruiser hard into a big
wave. The vehicle skidded on the blacktop.They were almost across. Donovan let out a breath of
thanks as they once again crossed over onto solid land. It had been years since he’d been
threatened by such close proximity to an angry ocean. He tried to blot out the image of how
awful it would be if he were once again adrift in such a sea. Ian slowed as they veered right.
Donovan noticed a sign; they’d just turned onto Blue Hole road. He thought of the return trip he’d
have to endure to get back to the plane and wished desperately that there were another way to
the airport.“You really going to fly in this?” Ian peered up at the tumbling mass of clouds racing
past just above the terrain.“It’s not that bad.” Donovan swallowed hard. Flying was far easier than
what he’d just gone through. Trying to recover from crossing the causeway, Donovan pulled the
portable radio from his belt and switched it on. He waited a moment until the numbers were
visible on the display. He verified it was set to 122.8, then held it to his mouth.“Eco-Watch 02 this
is Donovan. Radio check.”“Loud and clear.” Michael’s voice came through the small
speaker.“Roger. I’ll keep the frequency open. If you need to get out of here let me know.”“So far
so good. Just find them and get back.”“Will do.” Donovan couldn’t miss the note of concern in
Michael’s voice. He turned to Ian.“Is there any chance they would have taken another
route?”“Haven’t driven in Bermuda very often, have you? There’s usually only one way to get



anywhere. I know the driver; Peter’s an old pub mate of mine. I can guarantee you he came this
way.”Donovan silently urged Ian to drive faster. He could feel his patience begin to chaff and
dwindle. Lauren could be in trouble. It was as if a small voice inside of him was screaming at
them to hurry.“Oh, shit.” Ian slowed quickly and maneuvered the Toyota around a large branch
that had fallen across the road. “The wind is getting a bit dodgy up here on the hill.”Donovan
could see they were gaining elevation as they drove west. It was growing even darker to the
southeast. The bulging gray clouds looked close enough to touch as rain hurtled out of the sky
with a vengeance. Since they’d left the airport, Donovan hadn’t seen a single sign of life: houses
and businesses were boarded up; there’d been no other traffic on the road. Donovan rubbed his
temples. That he was searching the island for Lauren seemed somehow abstract, and yet at the
same time, his pulse raced with both anticipation and fear.They came around a sharp turn, Ian
slowing the Landcruiser as the tires skidded and slipped on the soaked pavement. He
straightened the Toyota and continued up the hill.“Ian! Go back!” Donovan twisted in his seat. He
wasn’t sure what he’d seen, but something had registered.“What was it?” Ian brought the Toyota
to a stop. He shifted into reverse, switched on the emergency flashers and carefully began to
back up.“Right here. Stop the car. See those two trees? They’re broken in the wrong direction
against the storm.”Donovan jumped out into the stinging rain. He ran as fast as he could to the
edge of the pavement. Seconds later, he could see the rear end of a white sedan at the bottom
of the culvert. It was lying on its roof, the metal along the side dented and scraped. Without
hesitation, he jumped down the muddy ravine. He slid, arms outstretched, trying to keep his
balance on the slick ground. His momentum quickly carried him down to the wrecked Mercedes.
Donovan was unable to stop his forward motion. He twisted and went down hard as he slammed
into the fender. Oblivious to the pain, he pulled himself up on his knees and staggered forward to
get to the passenger compartment. As he neared the front door he saw a hand—it was the
slender shape of a woman’s. There was also a bracelet—a handmade, braided gold original.
Donovan had bought the bracelet for Lauren in London. Terrified, Donovan grabbed her wrist as
he sank to mid-calf in a watery quagmire. He pulled the limp arm, but found he couldn’t move her
out of the car. A frantic inspection told him that she was wedged in by the wreckage. Terror
welled up in his throat as he caught a glimpse of auburn hair floating in the muddy water.“Oh
God. Lauren, hang on!” Donovan couldn’t erase the image of his own mother’s hand as she
slipped beneath the water for the last time. He’d been frozen, unable to help her—the same
paralysis threatened to seize him at the sight of Lauren.“Donovan! Catch!” Ian yelled from the top
of the hill. He threw down a wire cable from the Toyota’s bumper mounted winch.His trance
broken by Ian’s words, Donovan released Lauren’s lifeless hand and was on his feet. The cable
had tangled and only come halfway down the slope. Donovan scrambled up the treacherous
hillside. Driven by the fear that he could already be too late, he dove for the heavy hook. His
hand closed around the cold metal and he slid back down toward the car. Working as fast as he
could, he urged himself to go even faster. Donovan looped the cable around the rear axle and
secured the hook. His hand came away covered with a thick, reddish liquid. For an instant he



feared it was blood, then recognized it as brake fluid.“Pull!” Donovan screamed and gave Ian a
thumbs up as he staggered away from the Mercedes. He tried to position himself to get to
Lauren in a hurry when the car was clear of the water. The slack in the cable vanished. Donovan
could hear metal begin to bend as pressure was put on the axle. He took heavy gulps of air.
“Please hurry,” he whispered to himself. Donovan felt like every one of his nerve endings was on
fire as the Mercedes started to budge. His muscles were taught, ready to spring into action. With
agonizing slowness, the Mercedes began to inch up the hill.“Faster!” Donovan yelled, but he
knew Ian was doing the best he could. As the car moved another foot, Donovan charged to the
passenger side door. He reached in and found Lauren’s hand. He pressed his fingers into her
wrist searching for a pulse…He found none. He held her tight as the powerful winch began to
overpower the suction holding the car. Water began to pour from the seams as the winch pulled
the vehicle to higher ground. Donovan held Lauren’s lifeless hand until he could finally begin to
see her face; first her chin, then her blue lips, finally her nose and closed eyes.“Stop!” Donovan
yelled. Without hesitation, Donovan reached in and slid his fingers into her mouth. It felt free of
debris. Crouched awkwardly on his knees, Donovan leaned in and put his mouth over hers and
began forcing air into her lungs. With his powerful right hand, he pushed on her breastbone,
urging her heart to beat. Her face was slack and gray. Donovan wasn’t religious, but he was
cognizant of a barrage of prayers going skyward…pleading for God to let her live. Tears burned
his eyes as he blew his life-giving air into her mouth. From his left he saw Ian’s hands reach in
and grasp her wrist, checking for a pulse.“Nothing yet,” he said, gravely. “Keep going man! Don’t
stop.”Donovan focused on each breath. He willed her to open her eyes. He desperately wished
there was a way to inject his life force into her. He held her head in his hands and fixed his gaze
on her closed eyes.“Lauren!” he shouted, not sure if he was more angry or afraid. “Stay with me
Lauren. Don’t give up!” Donovan forced more air into her lungs. It was nothing at first, but he
thought he felt her mouth quiver. He took a fresh breath and again put his mouth to hers, pushing
his oxygen deep into her lungs.Lauren twisted her head and gagged. Brown water spewed out of
her mouth and nose. She turned away and coughed, her breath coming in raspy gulps.Donovan
felt his eyes fill with tears. He tried to support her head with his hands but she turned away. He
didn’t think he’d ever been so happy to see her green eyes as when she finally opened
them.“Lauren. Can you hear me? Are you hurt?” Donovan could see her try to focus on him. He
watched as Lauren seemed to fight through the fog that clouded her brain.“Donovan?”“I’m here.”
A tidal wave of relief swept over Donovan. There was blood on her face from a small cut. He
thought of any one of a hundred things that might have precluded him from getting to her in time.
The reality of how close it’d been sent an uneasy chill to the pit of his stomach.“I think I’m still
stuck,” she said, weakly.“We’ll take care of that in a minute,” Ian announced, standing.“How many
others were with you in the car?” Donovan pressed. Besides Lauren, the Mercedes contained
only one person…still pinned behind the steering wheel was the driver, obviously dead.
Donovan felt a stab of remorse; he knew it was Ian’s friend.“There were three of us all together.”
Lauren turned to Peter, still strapped into the car next to her. She bit her lip and turned back to



Donovan. “Victor. I think he survived. I saw his feet before…”“I think he’s over there,” Ian said,
quietly. He touched Donovan on the shoulder and pointed to a body lying a dozen feet away.
From the angle of the head, it was clear the man had suffered a broken neck.“Let’s get you out of
there.” Donovan gently squeezed her shoulder. He stood up and looked around for something to
pry with.“Why don’t you unhook the cable,” Ian managed to say, his face filled with remorse at
the sight of the carnage. “We can use the winch to get her free.”Donovan took his eyes from
Lauren and looked at the seat, studying how it was wedged in relation to the surrounding
metal.“It’s worth a try,” Donovan replied. “But please, let up on the slack slowly, we don’t want the
damn thing to slide back down into the water.”“I understand.” Ian began the arduous climb up the
rain washed hill. He turned and waved when he was in position.Using hand signals, Donovan
carefully instructed Ian to let up on the tension of the winch. He was relieved the Mercedes
remained stationary. Quickly, Donovan unhooked the cable from the axle. He was about to move
away when something caught his eye. Washed clean by the rain, he could see the brake line—
and the sharp cut in the shiny black material. He frowned as he processed the implications.“You
still doing okay?” He asked, leaning down and searching for the best place to secure the hook.“I
think so,” Lauren answered, her voice stronger. “I don’t think I’m hurt. Just get me out of
here.”Donovan pulled on the hook to test if he had it secured. “Here we go.” Donovan watched as
Ian pulled the slack out of the cable. With a loud popping noise the seat broke loose. Donovan
quickly slid Lauren from the damaged car and fell backward. Relieved that she was free, he held
Lauren protectively in his arms.“Let’s move it, folks!” Ian yelled and waved from the top of the hill.
“I think this bloody storm’s getting worse. Unhook the cable.”“We have to get you to the hospital.”
Donovan jumped to his feet. “Can you get up?”“I’m fine. Nothing seems to be broken, just bumps
and bruises.” Lauren tested her limbs and touched the cut over her eye. It was still
bleeding.“Let’s go. We need to hurry.” Donovan stood and held his hand out toward her.“Oh my
God!” Lauren covered her mouth at the sight of Victor’s body. Lauren’s eyes shot to his feet and
saw the tan deck shoes. It hadn’t been Victor who was outside the car after all. She turned to say
something to Donovan, but hesitated.“He went quick.” Donovan still had his hand
outstretched.“Wait. I have to find my computer.” Lauren pulled her eyes from the gruesome sight
of Victor’s corpse.“We don’t have time.” Donovan said, his words punctuated by the sound of
thunder as it echoed in the distance.“It’s right here,” Lauren pointed. “All of my work is stored
inside.”Donovan waited impatiently as she knelt down and snatched the bag. With a splash, her
smashed laptop spilled out of a rip in the canvas and dropped to the ground. Donovan could see
her computer was destroyed, a jumble of wires and circuit boards exposed to the elements.“Oh
no.” Lauren hung her head and collected the pieces.“We’ve got to go.” Donovan took her by the
arm and with strong measured strides negotiated the steep incline up to the road. He was
breathing heavily as they reached the Toyota. Ian was still reeling in the cable to the winch. On
the hilltop, the wind ripped at their soaked clothes. A steady roar came from the wildly swaying
trees.Lauren took a measured look at the sky. “The storm is coming much faster than we
thought.”“How bad is it going to get?”“I hope I’m wrong, but this one could be one of the worst



ever.”Donovan saw the matter-of-fact expression on Lauren’s face, the rain running off her
furrowed brow as she looked skyward. He felt the chilling effect of her words. She was rarely
wrong when it came to her work. Donovan thought of Michael and the others back at the
airport.“Why are you in Bermuda?” Lauren lowered her head and looked at him. “There’s
supposed to be an Air Force jet to fly us out.”“They couldn’t make it. Michael and I got the call
this morning, so we flew over to pick you up. As far as I know he’s still waiting for us.” Donovan
hoped this stroke of luck wasn’t lost on Lauren. The Air Force wouldn’t have come looking for
her.“Michael and the airplane are still on the island?”“I’m not sure.” Donovan shrugged. He knew
he’d been out of radio contact for quite a while. “Michael may have been forced to leave by
now.”“Climb in,” Donovan said, opening the rear door for her. “We need to get out of here as fast
as we can.”Lauren nodded. She strapped in and set what was left of her destroyed computer on
the seat next to her.Donovan could see Ian struggling with the winch. He looked past the Toyota
and could see the cable stretched taut; it had caught on something while Ian was pulling it
up.“What’s wrong?”“It’s almost loose,” Ian replied. “I’ll have it up in a jiffy.”Donovan heard the
whine of the winch above the storm. The cable buffeted against the strain.“Ian no!” Donovan
shouted into the teeth of the wind.With a sound like a rifle shot, the hook broke free…a giant
steel bullwhip arcing through the air toward the Toyota. Donovan threw himself to the ground just
as the cable sliced through the fender above his head. He rolled over and covered himself as it
coiled and fell on top of him. Above the wail of the hurricane, Donovan heard Ian scream in
agony.Donovan threw off the cable and jumped to his feet. Ian lay writhing on the ground, both
hands covering his bloody left shin.Ian looked up at Donovan, then at his leg. “How bloody
stupid!” He grimaced at the pain.“Oh no!” Lauren had heard the cable rip into the car and had
jumped out into the storm. She knelt down beside Ian, his splintered shin bone visible as the rain
washed away the blood.“We’ve got to get you to the hospital.” Donovan turned his eyes from
Ian’s broken leg, the white bone a sharp contrast as it jutted from the dark skin. Any hope of
making it back to Michael and the da Vinci had just been lost. But Ian came first. Without him
Donovan knew he would have never found Lauren.“Let’s get him in the back of the car.” Lauren
jumped to her feet. “I’ll get the door.”“Hang on. I’ve got a better idea.” Donovan hurried to the front
seat and grabbed the portable radio. He keyed the microphone and went back to where Lauren
was waiting with Ian.“Michael, this is Donovan. You still there?”“Just barely. Where are you? I’ve
been trying to call.”“It’s been a little crazy. We found Lauren and she’s okay, but we need an
ambulance. Call the tower, see if they can use a land line to get someone out here.”“Give me
your exact location?”Donovan was buoyed by the fact that, as usual, Michael never missed a
beat, though it came as a mild surprise that he was still on the ground.“Hang on a second.”
Donovan turned to Ian.“We’re on Harrington Sound Road. About a quarter mile west of Shark
Hole,” Ian managed between clenched teeth. “They’ll know where I’m talking about.”Donovan
relayed the information.“Good plan.” Ian tried to smile. “Now just leave me here and you two try
to make your plane.”“Nonsense,” Lauren said immediately. “We’re going to wait until someone
arrives. Do you want us to try to get you into the car and out of the rain?”“I appreciate the



thought. But I think I’d rather only get up once.” Ian kept his hands gripped tightly around his leg.
As if giving in to the pain, he rested his head on the wet asphalt.Donovan could see Ian’s
breathing was shallow and rapid. He was going into shock. He caught the worried look on
Lauren’s face. No doubt she’d reached the same conclusion.“Donovan, this is Michael.”“Are they
sending someone?” Donovan replied, quickly.“I’m told there’s an emergency vehicle only a
couple of minutes away. You should have company real quick. Now tell me what happened, and
are you headed back here anytime soon?”Donovan could tell from the strain in Michael’s voice
that it was time to fly the da Vinci out of Bermuda.“We’re both fine; it’s Ian who’s hurt. Lauren and
I are going to stay here until someone shows up, then we’re on our way. My guess is we’re only
about fifteen minutes from the airport. If you can wait, that’s great. If not, come back and get us
when you can. But don’t risk the airplane.”“I understand,” Michael replied. “We’ll try to sit tight,
but I’d suggest you keep the sightseeing to a minimum.”“Yeah, we’ll do that. I’ll keep you posted.
Donovan out.” He went back and tucked the radio back inside the Toyota. He felt a knot begin to
form in his stomach. He’d just lost the man who was going to get them back across the
causeway. The simple fifteen-minute drive loomed large as Donovan pictured the crashing
waves. Just as he was closing the door, a police car rounded the corner, its blue flashing lights
ablaze. Relieved they’d responded so fast, Donovan looked at his watch and noted the time. He
slammed the door and met the officer as he was getting out of the car.“We have a man down.”
Donovan pointed at Ian. “Plus, there’s a wrecked car down the hill. The driver, Peter I think is his
name, plus an American scientist were killed.”“What on earth happened up here?” The
policeman knelt down and looked at Ian.Ian looked up, and with a flash of recognition addressed
the policeman by name. “Davie, I’ll explain everything later. These people are with the United
States government. They have a jet waiting at the airport. Let them go before this bloody storm
gets any worse.”The officer eyed the rain-drenched group cautiously.“For Christ’s sake,” Ian
urged. “It’s who I’ve been working with for the past two days. Top notch folks, they’re
scientists.”“Wait one moment. Don’t anyone leave.” The officer jumped up and went back to his
police car.“I’m going to reel in the rest of this cable.” Donovan quickly figured out the winch.
“Lauren, can you help me make sure it doesn’t get tangled up again?” Donovan knew at some
point, Michael was going to have to leave. He just hoped that he and Lauren were on board
when he did. With Lauren’s help, he quickly secured the cable, then crouched down next to
Ian.“You hanging in there?”Ian nodded. “You’ll be out of here in a minute. Davie’s a good man.
He’ll find out in short order how important the doctor is—that she needs to get off the island as
soon as possible.”“Before we go, I want to thank you for everything.” Donovan gripped Ian’s
shoulder and made a mental note to see to it that every one of Ian’s medical expenses were
covered by Eco-Watch.“Buy me a pint next time you’re out this way.”“You can count on it. One
other thing,” Donovan leaned closer. He didn’t want Lauren to overhear him. “I think the
Mercedes has a cut brake line. Make sure someone gives that car a good going over after we
leave. I’ll be in touch.”Ian nodded, but there was no hiding the look of bewilderment and concern
in his eyes.The policeman hurried out of his car. In his hand he had several highway flares.“I’ve



got it from here. The ambulance will be here shortly. You’re free to go.”“Thank you.” Donovan
hesitated as he climbed into the front seat of the Landcruiser. All he could think about was the
causeway. His mouth was suddenly bone dry. Lauren slid in beside him and fastened her seat
belt. Donovan took a deep breath and put the Toyota in gear. Without taking his eyes from the
road, he reached for the radio.“Michael. We’re on our way.”CHAPTER THREEYou’d better hurry.”
Michael’s concerned voice sounded over the radio. “The wind just spiked up over 50 knots. It’s
getting a little ugly here in paradise. The controller just gave us permission to leave at our own
discretion. Seems they’re getting ready to evacuate the tower.”“Oh, great.” Donovan handed the
radio to Lauren. He needed both hands on the wheel as he punched the gas pedal and
accelerated the Landcruiser down the narrow asphalt road.Lauren studied Donovan. Her
conflicted feelings shifted into high gear. She couldn’t help but wonder if greater forces were at
work here, if he’d been thrust back into her life for a reason. She could clearly remember
pleading with the heavens to let her make things right before she died. But now, seated next to
him, it all became very complicated again. With Donovan’s attention riveted to the road, she let
her eyes drink him in. He looked thinner, leaner than before. His hair was shorter, and there was
more gray at the temples. She watched as his biceps flexed, fighting the Toyota through each
turn. It took her a moment, but she noticed the he was working his jaw muscles and—despite the
low light—Donovan was squinting as if he were in pain.“Are you okay?” Lauren wondered if he’d
injured himself and hadn’t said anything. Donovan was perhaps the bravest and most capable
man she’d ever met. But right now, something was terribly wrong. She knew him well enough to
know he was in distress.“We may have a little problem up ahead.”“What?” Lauren turned to look
out the windshield, not knowing what to expect.“Around the next curve is the causeway across
the harbor. It was nearly covered with water when we left the airport. My guess is it’s a lot worse
now.”“Donovan.” The radio burst to life. “It’s Michael. How much longer? I’m getting ready to start
the engines. It’s getting pretty bad. If you’re going home with me you’d better get here
quick.”“Damn it!” Donovan kept his eyes on the road. “Tell him we’re almost there.”Lauren keyed
the radio. “Michael. It’s Lauren. Donovan says we’re almost there.”“Lauren!” Michael’s surprise
could be heard over the frequency. “We’ve got the Gulfstream’s weather-radar pointed at the
storm. There are some big thunderstorms coming in fast. Tell Donovan if we don’t take off in the
next ten minutes we may be stuck here.”“We understand.” As Lauren looked at Donovan, she
could see the color had left his face. She turned her attention out the windshield and knew why.
The narrow bridge was nearly covered with angry water. She remembered his reoccurring
nightmares, how he’d wake up trembling and gasping in the darkness. She recalled the horrible
events he’d endured as a boy. He’d finally told her about the gigantic waves, the boat that had
sunk. Before he was rescued, Donovan was adrift in a typhoon for almost two days. He hadn’t
gone into much detail, but she had no doubt that he’d been horribly traumatized by the ordeal.
And now, right in front of them, was his worst nightmare.Donovan slammed on the brakes and
they skidded to a stop.Lauren could see a vein in his neck pounding wildly. He lowered his head
and fought to breathe. “I can drive if you want.” Lauren’s heart went out to him. She reached



across and put her hand on his shoulder.“Give me a second.” Donovan squeezed his eyes shut
as if trying to blot out the images in his head.“Take your time.” Lauren slid her hand down and put
it inside his. She squeezed it, trying to give him strength. “I know how hard this is. If we miss the
plane it’s okay. It’s not your fault. We can go back and ride out the storm in Hamilton.” Lauren was
surprised to feel a hint of pleasure at the thought of being marooned in Bermuda with
him.“Donovan! Where are you? It’s time,” Michael reported. “I’ve got to get this plane out of
here!”“What shall I tell him?” Lauren fingered the transmit button.Donovan pulled his seat belt
tighter, his voice full of uncertainty. “Tell him to taxi out. We’ll try to get there before he
leaves.”Lauren repeated the instructions. She saw Donovan’s blue eyes narrow at the wave-
tossed road. He put both hands on the wheel and gunned the engine. The Landcruiser leapt
toward the narrow bridge. She held on as the Toyota hit the first wave. Silently, she urged
Donovan onward as he battled the effects of the wind and water. He made the necessary
corrections instantaneously. Water crashed and exploded over the road. The sound of the
roaring waves filled the interior of the vehicle. Lauren could see the death-grip he had on the
steering wheel; his heaving chest told her he was hyperventilating. She knew he was caught
somewhere between this bridge, and a raging ocean over thirty years ago. Images of a fourteen-
year-old boy and a sinking boat filled her head. She felt helpless to do anything for him as the
car plowed into the turbid water, hesitated, then shot forward as it broke free.“We’re going to
make it!” Lauren shouted the encouragement. She could see his legs shudder and shake from
the strain. Without thinking, she keyed the microphone on the radio.“Michael! We’re crossing the
bridge. Are you still there?”“I’m taxiing out to the end of runway 12. We haven’t got any time left.
The radar shows nothing but solid red echoes…the worst of the thunderstorms will be here in
minutes. We have to be airborne before then.”Lauren felt Donovan put his foot down hard on the
accelerator. The Toyota groaned as a wave slammed into the side and threatened to fish-tail
them. She knew it wouldn’t take much to fling them over the low railing. Lauren had nearly
drowned once today—she prayed it wouldn’t happen twice. The wheel jerked in Donovan’s
hands as another wall of water broke over the Landcruiser. They were driving blind, the frantic
windshield wipers momentarily useless. She felt an impact, and heard the sound of screeching
metal as the Toyota sideswiped the railing.
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Boomer, “Entertaining over the top action novel. I picked this up on sale and thoroughly enjoyed
the ride. Donovan Nash's character is surprisingly deep and the more of his past that was
revealed, the more I was interested. The author has found something with this guy, and I'll be
curious to know where it leads in the future.The story itself starts off pretty believable, but soon
devolves into jumping from one ludicrous situation to the next, to the point of becoming comical.
It's hard for me as a reader to buy into anything in this book actually happening, but in this case
it works. The characters are good and the writing is sharp. I'm OK suspending belief if I'm being
entertained, and that's the case here. Add in that there's no real profanity, and the author gives
me a proper ending to book 1 of a series - instead of ending in a cliffhanger - and I'm happy. I'll
be moving on to book 2”

Genee, “First novel featuring Donovan Nash gives the reader insight to Mr Nash's problems,
talents, and personality.. Philip Donlay's first Donovan Nash novel is a great start to a series that
just seems to get better and better (if that is possible). Mr Nash is one of the wealthiest men in
the world, but only a very few are aware of this fact. He is the owner and chief pilot of an
ecological oriented company, and seriously damaged emotionally as a result of the events
leading up to him staging his death. I don't want to spoil this novel by telling too much of his
background, but Philip Donlay does a wonderful job of developing his characters, and his
descriptions of the flight scenes are realistic, and based on his thousands of hours flying
corporate jets. For any aviation buff, or thriller reader this is a great way to begin his novels. He
has now published six Donovan Nash novels, and I can hardly wait for number seven, due out
this fall of 2016. Hope I will see him in Minnesota for his book signing here. When finished you
WILL want to read the entire series, but not recommended on a long flight. White knuckles are
optional.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A real "Couldn't put it down.". Yes, it is fiction - the story has over-the-top
action scenes that would be extremely unlikely ever to occur in real life, especially those in the
last part of the book. However, the theme is interesting, the characters are are realistic, the
writing is excellent, and it is one of the best edited books I've read recently.The pace of and
surprises in the action kept me glued to page after page, with other embedded mysteries
providing additional motivation to keep me engaged.I hope that I find other books in the series
as satisfying.”

Ebook Tops Reader Cas, “Category Five. If I could give this book 10 stars or more I would. It
was the most exciting and intense book I have read in a long. time. Sure gave me a better
understanding of Hurricanes and their workings, especially since Harvey and Irma went through.
I would be headed in one direction and all of a sudden the author would make a 360 degree turn
and head off in a different direction. The greatest thing is NO F Word used anywhere. Very little



swearing at all. But then a good author doesn't need them. Looking forward to more works from
him.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “"A Spellbinding Thriller". Author Philip Donlay has placed me in a seat of a
3D theater to watch his exciting, suspenseful, high action novel unfold. I'm sitting on the edge of
my seat watching unbelievable scenes. But, first, I'll start at the beginning. Doctor Lauren
McKenna, a graduate of MIT, has tracked hurricanes for years. She currently works for the
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) monitoring global weather patterns. She is on Bermuda,
hoping to make her scheduled Air Force flight back to Washington after her team has placed
weather equipment on a U.S. Navy destroyer. The vessel is headed toward the eye of hurricane
"Helena" which is rapidly developing. Her computer analysis of storm "Helena" is that it will be a
super storm, highly dangerous to primarily New Jersey and New York City. As the storm rapidly
moves toward Bermuda, she and her team race to the airport but her car slides off the road into
a ditch, upside down. Unknown to her, Donovan Nash, her ex-lover of two years past, is aboard
the Eco-Watch jet tasked to replace the cancelled Air Force plane. Lauren is shocked to see
Donovan who rescues her from the wreck; she nearly drowns, but physically is unharmed. Upon
arrival at DIA, she meets with her boss regarding her secret research project called "Jonah"
which will be activated aboard the Navy vessel. There is something to be very concerned about
as he reveals another project scientist has been lost off the destroyer. It is also believed that
Lauren's accident, was no accident. What is going on? Again, I could not put this excellent
book down. It is well edited, written simply to make it a fast read, and the excitement never
ends. After the 2012 devastating hurricane "Sandy" it is believable that there are yet bigger,
more destructive storms in our world's future. This book is well documented and researched. I
highly recommend.”

old crow, “Never lets up. If you're looking for a thriller without lots of sex and gore, try this.
Tension remains high; my interest never flagged. The writing is decent--no grammar or
punctuation errors to distract you. Characters are mostly fleshed out, though a bit formulaic.
Overall an engaging, entertaining book. Definitely not deep literature, but a solid 5 stars in its
genre.”

Ms. Irene Sarka, “So exciting from start to finish. What a wonderful book ! I could not put it
down . So well written and good story and I learned about hurricanes .I will keep this book to
reread it one day .”

Sarah, “Loved it!!!. Had to get the rest of the series and read them too! Plot is great and from
page 1 it has you gripped as does the rest of the series. Fantastic read”

Anonymous, “Loved it from the first till the last page!. If you like Clive Cussler, you will love this
book. I found myself reading late into the night on more than one occasion. A great read full of



suspense and adventure!I can't wait to start the next book.”

The book by Philip Donlay has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 764 people have provided feedback.
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